The upstream open reading frame of the Arabidopsis AtMHX gene has a strong impact on transcript accumulation through the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay pathway.
Approximately 20% of plant genes possess upstream open-reading frames (uORFs). The effect of uORFs on gene expression has mainly been studied at the translational level. Very little is known about the impact of plant uORFs on transcript content through the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) pathway, which degrades transcripts bearing premature termination codons (PTCs). Here we examine the impact of the uORF of the Arabidopsis AtMHX gene on transcript accumulation. The suggestion that this uORF exposes transcripts containing it to NMD is supported by (i) the increase in transcript levels upon eliminating the uORF from constructs containing it, (ii) experiments with a modified uORF-peptide, which excluded peptide-specific degradation mechanisms, (iii) the increase in levels of the native AtMHX transcript upon treatment with cycloheximide, which inhibits translation and blocks NMD, and (iv) the sensitivity of transcripts containing the uORF of AtMHX to the presence of introns. We also showed that introns can increase NMD efficiency not only in transcripts having relatively short 3' untranslated regions (UTRs), but also in uORF-containing transcripts. AtMHX transcript levels were almost unaltered in mutants of the NMD factors UPF3 and UPF1. Possible reasons, including the existence of a NMD-compensatory mechanism, are discussed. Interestingly, the levels of UPF3 transcript were higher in upf1 mutants, suggesting a compensatory mechanism that links weak function of the NMD machinery to increased expression of UPF3. Our findings highlight that uORFs, which are abundant in plants, can not only inhibit translation but also strongly affect transcript accumulation.